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The Mystery of Consciousness

1998

in what began as a series of essays in the new york review of books searle discusses the arguments of
such well known thinkers as francis crick gerald edelman roger penrose daniel dennett israel
rosenfield and david chalmers these appear here together with a new essay of his own

Evolution of Consciousness

2004

this book is a step by step excursion into the unfolding of consciousness it merges science and
spirituality in simple christian terms to attune the reader to body mind and spirit the book begins
with the knowledge of our oneness with a god that is everywhere in pureconsciousness and then it
leads one to the ultimate christian goal the book attunes the reader to science and spirituality because
they are not divorced but compliment each other scientist and prophets through out all the ages of
civilization have recognized the immense power that governs and controls the universe

Energies and Patterns in Psychological Type

2016-06-17

this book encapsulates john beebe s influential work on the analytical psychology of consciousness
building on c g jung s theory of psychological types and on subsequent clarifications by marie louise
von franz and isabel briggs myers beebe demonstrates the bond between the eight types of
consciousness jung named and the archetypal complexes that impart energy and purpose to our
emotions fantasies and dreams for this collection beebe has revised and updated his most influential
and significant previously published papers and has introduced in a brand new chapter a surprising
theory of type and culture beebe s model enables readers to take what they already know about
psychological types and apply it to depth psychology the insights contained in the fifteen chapters of
this book will be especially valuable for jungian psychotherapists post jungian academics and scholars
psychological type practitioners and type enthusiasts

Consciousness

2023-07-06

climb aboard an ark that is hidden inside everyone it is the ship of the witnessing soul world
renowned nostradamus expert futurist and prophecy scholar john hogue takes you into the world of
spiritual rebellion and personal revelations about his direct 37 year participation in a new religious
movement trying to give birth to a new humanity one heart and one eternal moment at a time
hogue will introduce the indian mystic osho in a new light you will enter first hand through the
autobiographical experiences of this author osho s buddhafield experiment set to awaken human
consciousness you ll read osho s prophecy recorded in 1983 that is exactly describing our darkening
times today such times require a new noah s ark to save humanity this collective awakening is never
more needed than now to create a new humanity our humanity



A Spiritual Rebel's Manifesto: Climb Aboard the Noah's Ark of
Consciousness

2017-12-23

new essays connecting recent scientific studies with traditional issues about the self explored by
descartes locke and hume leading philosophers offer contrasting perspectives on the relation between
consciousness and self awareness and the notion of personhood essential reading for philosophers
neuroscientists cognitive scientists and psychologists

Consciousness and the Self

2012

on cosmic consciousness peak experiences and transcendental unconscious includes articles by stanley
krippner aldous huxley r d laing alan w watts abraham maslow p d ouspensky arthur waley and
norman o brown

The Highest State of Consciousness

1972

scientists may be approaching the finish line in the race to understand consciousness john taylor
introduces the contending theories including his own there is a sense among scientists that the time is
finally ripe for the problem of consciousness to be solved once and for all the development of new
experimental and theoretical tools for probing the brain has produced an atmosphere of unparalleled
optimism that the job can now be done properly the race for consciousness is on in this book john
taylor describes the complete scene of entries riders gamblers and racecourses he presents his own
entry into the race which he has been working on for the past twenty five years the relational
theory of consciousness according to which consciousness is created through the relations between
brain states especially those involving memories of personal experiences because it is an ongoing and
adaptive process consciousness emerges from past brain activity it is this highly subtle and delicate
process of emergence that leads to the complexity of consciousness taylor does not just present another
theory of consciousness but makes comprehensible the nuts and bolts methodology behind the myriad
attempts to win the race

The Race for Consciousness

2001-08-24

this book is a systematic analysis of john r searle s philosophy of mind searle s view of mind as a set of
subjective and biologically embodied processes can account for our being part of nature qua mindful
beings this model finds support in neuroscience and offers reliable solutions to the problems of
consciousness mental causation and the self

Beyond Conceptual Dualism

2008



in this major new work john searle launches a formidable attack on current orthodoxies in the
philosophy of mind more than anything else he argues it is the neglect of consciousness that results in
so much barrenness and sterility in psychology the philosophy of mind and cognitive science there
can be no study of mind that leaves out consciousness what is going on in the brain is
neurophysiological processes and consciousness and nothing more no rule following no mental
information processing or mental models no language of thought and no universal grammar mental
events are themselves features of the brain like liquidity is a feature of water beginning with a
spirited discussion of what s wrong with the philosophy of mind searle characterizes and refutes the
philosophical tradition of materialism but he does not embrace dualism all these isms are mistaken he
insists once you start counting types of substance you are on the wrong track whether you stop at one
or two in four chapters that constitute the heart of his argument searle elaborates a theory of
consciousness and its relation to our overall scientific world view and to unconscious mental
phenomena he concludes with a criticism of cognitive science and a proposal for an approach to
studying the mind that emphasizes the centrality of consciousness to any account of mental
functioning in his characteristically direct style punctuated with persuasive examples searle identifies
the very terminology of the field as the main source of truth he observes that it is a mistake to
suppose that the ontology of the mental is objective and to suppose that the methodology of a science
of the mind must concern itself only with objectively observable behavior that it is also a mistake to
suppose that we know of the existence of mental phenomena in others only by observing their
behavior that behavior or causal relations to behavior are not essential to the existence of mental
phenomena and that it is inconsistent with what we know about the universe and our place in it to
suppose that everything is knowable by us

The Rediscovery of the Mind

1992-07-08

altered states of consciousness comprise unusual conditions of perception achieved by the deliberate
cultivation of often abnormal mental states this practice continues to increase in popularity today the
most recent pop culture example of this teaching is found in eckhart tolle s writing his teachings and
books were featured as part of oprah s popular talk show resulting in study groups of his teachings
across america and beyond the authors share the major problems and potential dangers that are
involved as well as give a biblical evaluation of this practice

Knowing the Facts about Altered States of Consciousness

2012-08-14

depth psychology as well and most therapeutic psychologies give an ambiguous picture of ego
consciousness they say this form of consciousness is necessary for functioning efficiently and
effectively in the world but this way of our usual consciousness does not encompass either soul or
spirit this writing shows that the gospel of john reveals the processes by which ego consciousness
undergoes transformation into soul spirit i consciousness and a new effectiveness functioning in the
world

Frontiers of Consciousness

1985

this is the story of four young friends whose routines are disrupted one day by an intrusion of four



possible futures into their present thus shaping their lives over time and finally becoming their actual
future but in ways that none of them could have predicted the making of this book reflects a similar
process in the author a possible future in the shape of a dream intersected with the author s present
and his life began to alter in quite unexpected ways as the dream slowly manifested into what
became finally his actual future the record of which is this story thus the author of manifesting
possible futures a new genre of literature future explores an art form which reflects the psychological
process by which it comes into being in the first place

The Gospel of St. John As a Foundation of Spiritual Psychology

2017-03-18

is there an internal relationship between consciousness and intentionality can mental content be
described in such a way so as to avoid dualism what is the influence of social context upon
consciousness conceptions of self and mental content this book considers questions such as these and
argues for a conception of consciousness mental content and intentionality that is anti cartesian in its
major tenets focusing upon the rule governed nature of concepts and the grounding of the rules for
concept use in the practical world intentional consciousness emerges as a phenomena that depends
upon social context given that dependence the authors consider and set aside attempts to reduce
human consciousness and intentionality to phenomena explicable at biological or neuroscientific levels
series a

Ur-Image

2013-07-02

consciousness is evolving and we are evolving with it today we are at the beginning of an
evolutionary step forward for consciousness a revolution of sorts john smotherman making his
contribution to the world author john smotherman shares with you the greatest discovery of his life
raising consciousness is the most powerful fulcrum for increasing personal happiness and leveraging
the world into a better place for everyone the consciousness of the world at large holds the greatest
hope and potential boon to people who live in the most desperate of circumstances we have the
means to alleviate extreme poverty and the desperation and ills associated with it if we can muster
the will empathy for others is the doorway through which love enters our lives learning to truly
empathize with all of humanity is one of the most fulfilling things we can do it gives life a gravity of
meaning and purpose that fulfills us at levels the ego cannot reach shifting paradigms to view the
world differently as one collective human consciousness could drastically improve the kind of earth
our children and our children s children will inherit

Consciousness and Intentionality

2001-02-13

in this text the author seeks to provide a non dualistic and multidisciplinary explanation of what it
means to be a conscious human being the issues raised by the sciences of complexity chaos theory
nonlocality and neurophysiology are incorporated in a theory of consciousness



The Consciousness Paradigm

2010-05-13

in this much needed contribution toward an understanding of the complexity of human consciousness
john boghosian arden ph d demonstrates that within the three broad subsystems biophysiology
sociocultural dynamics and intrapsychic aspects not only do further subsystems exist but so does a
great degree of interconnectivity biophysiological processes cannot be conceptualized without
considering individual psychological and sociocultural factors to understand the evolution of human
consciousness one must take into account the systemic co evolutionary nature of all aspects of
consciousness in this clearly written volume arden describes consciousness as a multidimensional fluid
process in which bi directional causal interrelationships occur in one unifying and multidisciplinary
theory he deals with issues of causality determinism versus free will and the mind body connection
arden s fresh attempt to describe consciousness factors in the changes occurring in evolutionary
theory chaos theory and logic

Science, Theology, and Consciousness

1998-03-25

john wheeler met bob adamson a student of nisargadatta maharaj on a trip to australia in 2003 in short
order bob cleared up john s doubts and questions and pointed out to him the fact of our real nature self
shining ever present awareness bob adamson has encouraged john to share this understanding of who
we really are the articles contained in this book extended by another 30 articles in this edition cover
some of john s experiences with meeting sailor bob adamson and various aspects of the understanding
which subsequently unfolded interspersed with these are chapters of email correspondence with
enquirers who have been drawn to this radical and direct approach to self realisation

Consciousness, Dreams, and Self

1996

perhaps the primary field of our something is consciousness in action which resembles particle to
particle encounter consciousness enables each unit of itself forward consciousness has an immediacy
we don t understand but by considering it we can have clearer thoughts about cause and effect the
separable nature of things freewill and fate time and distance is also carpet like and connected yet
separable before entering robot city we ought to study consciousness before the human i slips away

Being Conscious of Consciousness

1997

understanding consciousness by taking the stream of consciousness seriously a general characterization
of experience and a detailed description of experience from within drawing on theories of william
james alfred north whitehead john searle and gerald edelman in onflow ralph pred supplies an
account of the nature of consciousness that grapples with the raw unverbalized stream of experience
unlike other recent philosophical accounts of consciousness pred s analysis deals with the elusive and
commonly neglected continuities in the stream of consciousness pred offers a general characterization
and analysis of experience as well as a highly detailed interpretation of experience from within
determined to make conceptual contact with the immediacy of actual experience pred carries forward



the radical empiricism pioneered by william james who coined the term stream of consciousness and
draws on the process philosophy of alfred north whitehead to help readers apprehend the formation
of conscious thoughts the intertwining of perception and action and the working of consciousness in
onflowing experience pred applies methods of analysis developed in john searle s theory of
intentionality to james s views thereby showing how intentional states are embedded in the stream of
consciousness then calling on whitehead s treatment of lived moments as acts of experience pred
provides an account of consciousness that at once deals with conscious thoughts as they emerge from
and function in embodied socialized experience and illustrates how language distorts our
understanding of experience and subjectivity finally he details striking parallels between this account
and gerald edelman s biological theory of consciousness and in contrasting the two argues for a
revitalized version of the experiental monism originally formulated by james

Awakening to the Natural State

2004-09

science has proven that vast domains of energy exist within the material world of our senses in this
book therapeutic experience is combined with scientific evidence to create a general theory of how
this great field is the foundation of everything in the universe including the personal energy we call
soul

Accordance

2014-06-25

extrapolates our current understanding of consciousness from something that happens in less than the
blink of an eye a single moment of the mind s inner workings jacket

Onflow

2005-02-25

personal growth is a slow process so slow that most people are unaware of the fact that fundamentally
we do change several times during our lives on the way is about these personal transformations it
describes how growth of consciousness happens and how we can measure where we are in our
individual growth what comes next for us and why it illustrates how at all levels of development we
can learn to guide our own growth individual consciousness grows through five distinct phases the
first is the consciousness of young children and of primitive adults here people trust their instincts
more than their feelings or their rational objectivity in the second phase of consciousness typical of
the teenager feelings take precedence over instincts and objectivity this changes in the third phase
when instincts and emotions become less than trustworthy and objectivity and rationality take over
as the most reliable sources of awareness yet there is a fourth phase of consciousness where even
objective rational thinking no longer appears trustworthy then intuition becomes the most reliable
form of information this is the consciousness of the spiritual seeker to very few a sudden flash of
insight happens resulting in a final fifth phase of consciousness enlightenment the book consists of
three parts the first is about how consciousness grows through the first three phases the second deals
with the various paths of spiritual seekers and the third focuses on which spiritual practice can be
expected to be most effective for whom



The Continuity of Consciousness

1934-01-01

in freedom and neurobiology john searle discusses the possibility of free will within the context of
contemporary neurobiology he begins by explaining the relationship between human reality and the
more fundamental reality as described by physics and chemistry then he proposes a neurobiological
resolution to the problem by demonstrating how various conceptions of free will have different
consequences for the neurobiology of consciousness in the second half of the book searle applies his
theory of social reality to the problem of political power explaining the role of language in the
formation of our political reality he argues that consciousness and rationality are the result of the
biological evolution of our species in conclusion he addresses the problem of free will within the
context of a neurobiological conception of consciousness and rationality and he addresses the problem
of political power within the context of this analysis from back cover

The Great Field

2007-11-15

john g deville shows in his book that before him philosophers ignorance of the human brain
prevented them from knowing anything about bio electromagnetism as a result they were using
unproven postulates and ambiguous expressions to create theories full of questionable premises and
conclusions that s why ludwig wittgenstein once said philosophy leaves everything as it is in this
book deville has destroyed some 4 000 years of philosophy to convince the new world that
philosophy is not the same any more he is the first philosopher to introduce the irrefutable concept of
preconsciousness to show that neonates and very young children up to the age of about five years old
are preconscious because they don t have the levels of consciousness required for conscious thoughts
to occur in their cerebrum or the frontal lobe

Going Inside

2001

john locke s foundational place in the history of british empiricism and liberal political thought is well
established so in what sense can locke be considered a modern european philosopher identity and
difference argues for reassessing this canonical figure closely examining the treatise on identity added
to the second edition of an essay concerning human understanding etienne balibar demonstrates locke
s role in the formation of two concepts central to the metaphysics of the subject consciousness and the
self and the complex philosophical legal moral and political nature of his terms with an accompanying
essay by stella sandford situating balibar s reading of locke in the history of the reception of the essay
and within balibar s other writings on the subject identity and difference rethinks a crucial moment
in the history of western philosophy

On the Way

2012-08

in this very special book john randolph price writes about a very vivid dream during the night of
january 1 1998 where he was emphatically denied access to the secret gate leading to cosmic
consciousness both curious and concerned he pondered what to do next then he was suddenly given



the specific instruction see jesus for the code this unique story will teach you what it means to be
spiritual in this world

Freedom and Neurobiology

2007

the natural problem of consciousness is the problem of understanding why there are presently
conscious beings at all given a non reductive naturalist framework taking consciousness as an
ontologically subjective biological phenomenon how can we rationally explain the fact that the actual
world has turned out to be one where there are presently living beings that can feel rather than
having developed as a zombie world in which there would be no conscious experiences of any kind
this book introduces the natural problem by relating it to central problems in the philosophy of mind
metaphysical mind body problem hard problem of consciousness and emphasizing the distinctive
interest of its diachronic dimension ranging from philosophy to biology and neuroscience it offers a
thorough analysis aimed at better understanding what could explain why phenomenal consciousness
has been preserved throughout evolution by natural selection this is an original engaging and thought
provoking philosophical study of a neglected but fundamental question regarding the nature and
origin of consciousness

A New Philosophy

2016-02-25

the transformation of consciousness in myth reflects the spectacle of our age with its changing ideas
and values this work is an exploration of past myths and their relationship with our present personal
and social mythologies as related through psychology as many of our present myths are becoming
obsolete the author elaborates upon what will replace them human beings spiritual journeys and their
purpose in the cosmos are discussed the theories of carl jung and joseph campbell are used to explain
and clarify the transformation of consciousness that occurs in myth and to those persons who enter
into the psychological journey of myth making a primary source for furthering personal and global
transformation is the role of the feminine professor tigue seeks to clarify and deepen our
understanding of jung s collective unconscious and archetypes his holistic approach of integrating
mysticism spirituality myth and psychology is of particular value for the ardent seeker

Identity and Difference

2013-10-08

the life of john c lilly m d was the basis for the movie altered states his work was represented in day
of the dolphin he invented the isolation tank and has written more than a dozen books now at age 74
he has decided to tell all a life of science drugs dolphins celebrities and radical spiritual transformation
14 pages of photographs

The Jesus Code

2000-02-01

the center of the cyclone is an autobiographical work authored by famed fringe scientist and
psychedelic pioneer dr john c lilly this is his most well known book and his first mainstream work



setting the tone for his dual career as scientist and explorer of human consciousness in intimate detail
lilly tells the story of how he left mainstream science to become an explorer of the far out places of
the human mind using his own brain as a laboratory and utilizing every method of consciousness
alteration at his disposal including lsd isolation tanks and zany new age encounter groups lilly takes us
on his decades long quest to discover the true nature of consciousness and reality overturning many
of his own assumptions and those of mainstream science along the way this 45th anniversary edition
has new afterwords by lilly s friends and colleagues lee perry and adam trombly

The Natural Problem of Consciousness

2017-06-12

in books like embryogenesis and embryos galaxies and sentient beings author richard grossinger
brought together the subjects of biological embryology and the esoteric process of human
consciousness becoming embodied the embryo is the universe writing itself on its own body in dark
pool of light his latest creation grossinger weaves neuroscience based behaviorism and the
phenomenology of being and reality together with psychological and psychospiritual views of that
single thing which is most difficult to understand or vindicate our own existence in 2008 grossinger
began studying with noted psychic teacher john friedlander who helped him refine his vision of
cerebral and somatic awareness to still subtler levels dark pool of light began unnamed in the journals
of my psychic work with john friedlander says grossinger not so much a record of actual practices as
insights from them and extensions out of them an expansive inquiry into the nature of consciousness
the series examines the tension between the scientific and philosophical and psychic views of the
same phenomena and includes field notes and experiential exercises that invite the reader to make
their own explorations dark pool of light is divided into three volumes which the author calls
movements the allusion to music is apt for the book unfolds in a truly symphonic manner in volume
1 grossinger begins with the scientific and philosophical analytical views of reality exploring the
science parascience philosophy and psychology of consciousness covering topics as diverse as current
discoveries in neuroscience and the philosophy of the ancient greeks the book gives a broad overview
of the bodies of knowledge concerning the nature of reality and consciousness

The Transformation of Consciousness in Myth

1994

we know that today we are divorced from nature to a degree that is threatening our existence we
also know that those sensual animal qualities that characterized our existence when we were
embedded soulfully in nature have departed and we long for their return we appear to be in a soul
process of overcoming solidity and entering a new status of soul word in which the animal the
sensual and the wild are indeed returning but at a totally new and unheard of level of complexity in
consciousness from the introduction

John Lilly, So Far

1991

the book offers a novel view of consciousness and its place in second language learning using the
established cognitive framework mogul it also provides an extensive review of theories of
consciousness and related cognitive theory and research placing that work in the context of second
language learning



An essay on Consciousness; or, a series of evidences of a distinct
mind. The second edition enlarged

1812

despite recent strides in neuroscience and psychology that have deepened understanding of the brain
consciousness remains one of the greatest philosophical and scientific puzzles the second edition of
theories of consciousness an introduction and assessment provides a fresh and up to date introduction
to a variety of approaches to consciousness and contributes to the current lively debate about the
nature of consciousness and whether a scientific understanding of it is possible after an initial
overview of the status and prospects of physicalism in the face of the problem of consciousness
william seager explores key themes from descartes the founder of the modern problem of
consciousness he then turns to the most important theories of consciousness identity theories and the
generation problem higher order thought theories of consciousness self representational theories of
consciousness daniel dennett s theory of consciousness attention based theories of consciousness
representational theories of consciousness conscious intentionality panpsychism neutral monism
thoroughly revised and expanded throughout this second edition includes new chapters on animal
consciousness reflexive consciousness combinatorial forms of panpsychism and neutral monism as well
as a significant new chapter on physicalism emergence and consciousness the book s broad scope depth
of coverage and focus on key philosophical positions and arguments make it an indispensable text for
those teaching or studying philosophy of mind and psychology it is also an excellent resource for
those working in related fields such as cognitive science and the neuroscience of consciousness

Center of the Cyclone

2017-01-06

higher order ho theories of consciousness have in common the idea that what makes a mental state
conscious is that it is the object of some kind of higher order representation this volume presents
fourteen previously unpublished essays both defending and criticizing this approach to the problem of
consciousness it is the first anthology devoted entirely to ho theories of consciousness there are several
kinds of ho theory such as the hot higher order thought and hop higher order perception models and
each is discussed and debated part one contains essays by authors who defend some form of ho theory
part two includes papers by those who are critics of the ho approach some of the topics covered
include animal consciousness misrepresentation the nature of pain subvocal speech subliminal
perception blindsight the nature of emotion the difference between perception and thought first
order versus higher order theories of consciousness and the relationship between nonconscious and
conscious mentality series a

Dark Pool of Light, Volume One

2012-08-21

Overcoming Solidity

2013-04-08



Consciousness and Second Language Learning

2014

Theories of Consciousness

2016-02-12

Higher-order Theories of Consciousness

2004-01-01
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